Digital Honesty Box
The KiwiCamp Digital Honesty Box revolves
around online bookings and our KiwiCamp
PODS.
A guest can create a booking online and then
check in once they are on site or a booking is
created when someone swipes in directly.
Payment is taken and site availability updated
automatically. A guest will be emailed their
booking confirmation.
Site occupancy is displayed on the KiwiCash
operator dashboard which can enable
rangers/site staff to monitor payment
identifying users via their vehicle registration.
Any guests can be contacted by email, cell phone or push notification. Accurate site
records are kept and can be downloaded in Excel or PDF file. Data can be searched by
age, gender, nationality etc.

The KiwiCamp PODS
These PODS lie at the heart of the KiwiCamp system
and require 12v power and internet connectivity to
operate. The pods are specifically engineered to be low
powered and low data usage. This means that they can
operate in almost any situation. We will advise you
exactly what will be required depending on your
connectivity options, power and shelter.
Confirmation

Power
The PODS can be retrofitted into any existing 240 volt supply
(lights) simply by adding a 12 volt converter. Solar is the next
best alternative, but setup will depend on the location.

Connectivity
There are many options to enable connectivity of our devices to
the internet. Our PODS require a WiFi signal that can be created
by a nearby router or cell network hotspot. Once again, this
connectivity is very dependent on site specifics but can be
achieved nearly anywhere.

Location/Housing
The housing set up is also very dependent on location.
The Digital Honesty box can be placed in side a shelter
or be a free standing set up as shown in the two
images supplied.
While face can be altered to have different logos and
information, Information on how to use the KiwiCash
system and nearest key retailer is a must.

